Abstract -The interaction between wireless charging systems and the human body needs to be taken into account. Furthermore, a high power charging could lead to tissue heating and even irreversible tissue damage. In this paper, we propose an original approach to characterize the biological compatibility of the wireless charging system, from the transmitter coil to the human body: the influence of each element (Smartphone, coil orientation, human body, distance and charging power) on electromagnetic field is analyzed. The "specific absorption rate-SAR" estimations were carried out using a full environment model and a high resolution method. The electromagnetic level was measured and compared with simulation, showing a good agreement. The 10g averaged SAR values are then compared with maximum permissible levels of the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) and the obtained results indicate that the inductive phone charging (from 100kHz to 200kHz) are within the safety limits.
Introduction
Compatible Smartphone's can be charged wirelessly, saving space and without any tangled cables. Today, many leading Smartphone manufactures release their products equipped with built in wireless charging capability (e.g., Samsung, Nokia, LG, Nexus,…) [1] . Unit shipments of wireless charging receivers have tripled from 2014 to 2015, having reached over 160 million. Furthermore, consumer awareness of wireless charging technology has jumped from 34% of all Smartphone owners in 2014 to 76% in 2015. Figure.1 shows an example of multifunctional terminal for automobile, which combines a GSM antenna coupling and a Near Field Communication system (NFC). 
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On the market, alongside of the first standard "Qi" [1] working over low frequency range of 100 kHz-200 kHz, the "Rezonance" standard (pronounced reh-zense) delivers up to 5W at 6.78MHz.
Compared to traditional charging with cable, wireless charging offers many benefits by:  eliminating the need for power cords and reducing e-waste.  eliminating the sparking hazard associated with conductive interconnections  providing the requested power by charging intelligently the devices  eliminating the risk of electrical shock when compared with conductive charging However, it is important to analyze the biological compatibility of the wireless charging systems and to identify the conditions which may demonstrate compliance with safety guiltiness. The lack of knowledge and complete analysis about the absorption mechanism of wireless charging systems motivated this study.
The Interaction of wireless charging and human body can be impacted mainly by five parameters: -distance to human body and coil orientation: absorption risks dercease when the separation distance increases between the transmitting coil and the human tissue. -human body: penetration and specific absorption rate in human body depend on electrical proprieties (conductivity and permittivity) and thermal parameters of human tissues. -charging power: exposure is strongly dependent on transmitting coil current. -operating frequency: skin depth of a human tissue decreases as the operational frequency increases -Smartphone structure: metallic and magnetic elements inside the mobile phones interact with the transmitting coil and could attenuate the incident fields.
Applicable limitation levels and Specific Absorption Rate
Many standards have been issued by different organizations like the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [2] and Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) [3] .
In order to protect against excessive tissue absorption, two limits have been set by the standards following a thorough review of all published scientific documents are: basic restrictions and reference levels. For Wireless Power Systems (WPS), the electromagnetic exposure is highly localized and the use of reference levels is not appropriate and leads to a high overestimation. Appropriately, in such situations respect of the localized basic restrictions should be applied. From 100 kHz to 10MHz, the physical quantities used to specify the basic restrictions are current density (J) and Specific Absorption Rate (SAR). Safety factors shall be applied to consider modelling uncertainties and biological variations. Moreover, precautionary measures should be taken to reduce the exposure if the exposure limits are exceeded.
According to the Poynting theorem [4] , the power dissipated in the biological tissue can be determined with:
The first item represents the power dissipated in the biological tissue due to electric ( ′) and magnetic losses µ' and the second part is the power dissipated in a non-ideal conductance ( ). The and are the attenuation factors due to the structure of the Smartphone on magnetic (| ⃗ ⃗ | ) and electric component (| ⃗ |). However, the magnetic field | ⃗ ⃗ | produces a neglected power absorption in human body compared to the electric field| ⃗ | [5] . The aim impacting mechanisms of the power absorption are shown in figure. 2.
From (1), the SAR is an estimation of the internal localized electric field in a defined volume of V (a cube of 10g of human tissue as defined in ICNIRP standard). The SAR is can be estimated in the following manner [6] [7] :
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Where: : conductivity of human body tissue (S/m) ρ: mass density of human body tissue ( / 3 ) ℰ": permittivity of the human tissue (F/m) ( ) are the attenuation factor on electric field at position y = 2 The internal electric field and current density (A/m²) are related by Ohm's Law:
For the general public, the safety lowest limits are 0.08 W/kg (SARavg ) for whole body averaged and 2 W/Kg for localized SAR10g. Localized SARA10g shall be average in any 10g of contiguous tissue and for each point a cube with a defined mass is found.
In wireless charging systems, the electromagnetic field is emitted in two different conditions: pinging and charging mode. The pinging mode sends multiple signal pulses to detect and to adjust the highest charging efficiency of mobile device. Only when device has been detected and validated will power transfer starts. According to ICNIRP and IEEE, all SAR values are to be averaged over any six-minute period. Thus, the charging mode is considered as worst case emission.
The human body is composed of more than 45 different tissues having specific proprieties. 
Experimental validation of the wireless power source
In order to validate electromagnetically the numerical model against laboratory measurements, H-field levels (magnetic) were measured and compared to the simulations results. In the numerical simulation, the generated magnetic fields are calculated by full-wave analysis solver based on hybrid method of Moments and Finite Element Method (FEKO). The 100 kHz coils have a rectangular shape and consist of one layer. The wires were modeled as prefect conductive with a diameter of 0.6mm and the number of turns is 10. The inner and outer diameters of the coils are Din = 19.5mm and Dout= 45.2mm, respectively. The design contains 3 different coils, placed alongside each other with a displacement of with 49.2mm between their centers. The calculated and measured field distributions are shown in Fig.3 . The field level of calculated results agrees well with measurements and shows a difference within 5%. Thus, the validly of the field model has been confirmed.
The metallic and magnetic elements inside the mobile phones interact with the transmitting coils. The electromagnetic fields attenuation is then analyzed at different phone positions (from y=-20mm to y=+20mm with a step of 10mm), in order to estimate the attenuation factors ( ) and ( ). Comparisons are performed over 10 different Smartphone's, their E and H fields are analyzed and only the maximum and minimum attenuation factors are reported in Fig.4 . 
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The presence of the phone on the transmitting coils decreases the H-field by about 50% to 70%. The mobile's comings from different manufacturers do not feature the same attenuation levels. The difference on the H-field is 20% higher for the phone#1 compared to phone#2. However, it is important to emphasize that the E-field levels do not change significantly (less than 8% at 0 mm). Therefore the maximum human exposure can be obtained with ( +/−20 ) = 4% and ( +/−20 )=38%.
SAR assessment
The SAR is a very important parameter related to human body interaction. High-resolution computations are used for an anatomically representative model of the human body and shown in fig.5 . The hybrid used method is particularly suitable for complex inhomogeneous structures like the interaction between electromagnetic field and human body. The numerical human model is composed mainly of muscle-equivalent tissue and divided into more than 4000 cells. The transmitting coil is located in front of the human body and placed at two different distances from the human model: 10mm and 20mm. The E and H fields have been evaluated using full anatomical model at 100 kHz and compared to 10MHz with the validated model of the wireless power transfer. Fig.6 show the H and E-field distribution at 10mm from the full models at 100 KHz and 10 MHz when the current of the transmitting antenna is 2.5 Arms. For both frequencies, it can be seen clearly that the magnetic field is not impacted by the presence of the human body. However, the asymmetries of human tissues impact strongly the electric field at 10MHz. For equivalent magnetic field intensity, the generated electric field from 10MHz is 10 to 15 times higher than from 100 kHz. 
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Comparing different coil orientations, the highest SAR levels are most restrictive at coronal plane (θ=0° placed horizontally to human body) because the transmitting coil exposes biggest area of human tissue in this orientation. The estimated SAR at coronal is 34 times higher than axial orientation (θ=90° placed vertically to human body).
To provide context for the coil current at which the SAR thresholds were achieved, the SAR was estimated at different from 1Arms to 5Arms. The summazried SAR10g results are shown in Fig.7 . Increasing the distance between the source and the human model from 10mm to 20mm causes the SAR decrease by almost 81% at the frequencies of intrest. At 100 kHz, the maximum peak SAR10g of 0,4W/Kg was obtained for a transmitting current of 10 Arms at the closest distance to the human body (10mm). Using a lumped circuit model with a coupling factor k = 0.2, the maximum charging power at which SAR reaches 0.4W/Kg is 65W at 100kHz. These results show that the inductive link at 100 kHz leads a small energy absorption and tissue heating in human body and confirm the compliance of wireless charging with RF exposure limits can be achieved at extremely high power charging.
However, a deep evaluation at various levels needs to be given careful consideration to assess the exposure impacts at 10MHz. As shown in fig.8 , the chance of absorption of radiation increases at high power charging, this can cause adverse health problems. Thus, it is mandatory to attenuate the incident electric field by placing the charging coil at least at 20mm distance from the human tissues and limiting the coil current at 2Arms.
A direct calculation of the expected temperature rise in human tissue exposed to E-fields can be made from the equation (4):
where: C: specific heat capacity (J/Kg °C) T: exposure time in seconds.
The temperature computation provides information on the maximum temperature rise during the wireless charging and within the human body exposed to the EM fields [8] [9] . Fig.8 shows the temperature-rise distribution at for the muscle at 10mm distance. The temperature rise was estimated with a specific capacity value of 3686 J/Kg °C. A charging power of 5Watts (typical charging power for Smartphone's) has been used to evaluate the temperature rise, which corresponds to a coil current of 2 Arms at 100 kHz and 1.2Arms at 10 MHz.
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Conclusion
The exposure of a person in the reactive charging field has been analyzed and investigated in this study with an objective to provide recommendations and a full risk assessment with respect of human safety limits.
Measurements and calculations were done for generated electromagnetic field and specific absorption rate (SAR) in human tissues. The exposure is strongly dependent on distance, reactive power, coil orientation and frequency. Charging systems at 10MHz possesses the highest SAR values and exceeds the safety limit of 2W/Kg at 10mm. Therefore, health risk exists at high frequency systems and special care should be taken into account. On this basis, a set of recommendations shall be proposed by the standard for reduction of the SAR on human tissues.
